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Take a hands-on approach to team building with activities that 
encourage visual communication and expression.  Many of these 
creative challenges came from the world of art education, but 
have been reinvented with a unique Catalyst Ranch twist. 
 
In addition to making striking visuals that can be displayed 
throughout the day, participants will use basic art principles to 
articulate their ideas and unleash creativity.  There’s enough 
eclectic inspiration around the Ranch to bring out the artist in 
every attendee! 

In this binder you’ll find a myriad of ways to spark 
unique conversation, build camaraderie, and add a  
             flair of the unexpected to your day.  
 
                         Each one of these quick energizers has   
                              been custom-tailored to stir up the 
                                 creative juices of your participants.   
                                   Ponder impossible scenarios in  
                                  “What If?”, find new meaning in the  
                                  abstract with “Repurposed Art”, or  
                                 use “11 Circles” to  unlock your      
                               unconscious potential.  
 
        .               These fun, informal activities help create  
                an environment that removes  judgment and  
    encourages risk taking.  You’ll be amazed at the  
    ideas that your team generates together!  

 
        Riddles, puzzles, and trivia OH MY!  What’s  
    more stimulating than a little competitive match 
of wits and brain power?  Games and play are an 
essential part of the creative process at the Ranch 
and this collection is sure to enhance your meeting. 
 
Facilitate as a whole or distribute individual puzzles 
to small groups to encourage collaboration and 
discover new approaches to problem solving. 
 

Pogo’s Activity Arcade is a handy dandy tool only available at 
Catalyst Ranch.  It’s chock full of self-guided activities to engage 
your attendees, promote collaboration, and boost creative 
problem solving.  We’ve curated 3 binders full of materials to suit 
groups of all sizes and they can be used at your convenience 
throughout the day.  
Pogo’s Activity Arcade is complimentary 
Add a Ranch Hand Emcee at an hourly rate – call for pricing 


